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Introduction
Use of educational surgical videos by surgical trainees has
become a key component of case preparation and is associated
with improved trainee performance.
Intraoperative educational videos of craniomaxillofacial,
oromaxillofacial, and head and neck procedures (collectively
‘CMF’) are often of low-quality due to poor visualization of deep
structures in tiny spaces, crowded headspace with bulky
headlights, limited lines of sight, and issues with light over-
exposure.

Purpose:
We systematically reviewed literature on current techniques and
limitations in obtaining high-quality education-oriented CMF
surgical videos and we describe an affordable and accessible
protocol to obtain such videos using a modified GoPro (GoPro
HERO 8; GoPro Inc, San Mateo, CA) rig.

Methods:

Methods: 

Results:

Conclusion:
- The acquisition of high-quality educational surgical videos of craniofacial

and head and neck procedures is difficult, and this represents an
opportunity for improvement in surgical training.

- Available solutions have mixed advantages and drawbacks. Head- or
headlight-mounted action cameras are affordable. When properly
augmented, they obtain high-quality educational CMF surgical videos in a
multitude of use-case scenarios. This will ideally lower the bar of entry for
others to create high-quality CMF surgical education videos.

Table 1: PRISMA literature review conclusions

Common equipment: 
- Action cameras
- Scopes (laparoscope, 

exoscope, borescope)
- Camcorder

Common limitations: 
- Poor handling of bright 

light
- Didn’t show surgeon 

POV
- Need for intra-op 

adjustments
- Surgeon bodily 

interference
- High cost

Common mounting 
positions: 
- Head or headlight
- OR table
- Handheld

Table 3: Our video rig

- GoPro Hero 8
- External battery pack
- Natural density filters 

fixed to surgeon 
headlight

- Rig total Cost: 
$398

- Total battery life: 
7hrs42 min at 
4K 60 FPS

Table 2: Equipment used in reviewed articles

Equipment Number of 
articles

Action camera (e.g., Go Pro) 3

Handheld camcorder 3
Scope (laparoscope, borescope) 3
Exoscope 2
Camcorder fixed to OR light 1
Smartglasses 1
Loupe-mounted camera 1


